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Abstract
Volunteering activity (VA) are important key as a bridge between a person, group of people, organisation to community as a function of social activity. It is an activity that encourage this group to give more and as return they would get benefits includes their purpose of involving volunteering, socials, supportive, leisure and most important helps in their career. Researchers tend to look at the motivation factor contributing to VA among university students. The samples are from 327 students who voluntary participated in this study. There is significance difference in term of “purposive” (p = .047 < 0.05), “career” (p = .001 < 0.05), “leisure” (p = .003 < 0.05), “social” (p = .001 < 0.05) and “supportive” (p = .019 < 0.05). In addition, when it shown women student more participate in VA compared to male with mean are higher. Study found that tertiary students are motivate when VA has purposive, supportive, social, leisure and at the same time it would help them in build their career after study.
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Introduction
Volunteerism is an activity volunteering by individual, group of people, organisation contributing to community Faranadia et al (2018). This activity can be joining by vary of age and social status. This activity is not drive by monetary, but it benefited to themselves especially in self-development. In addition, the most important reason to participate in this volunteering activity are to help community itself, to learn new skills, to respond to the skills, helps gain experiences and for future career. Younger volunteers are important group to continue this legacy in future. Yet, this activity still needs to be expose in younger people especially among tertiary students. To encourage student to participate in this activity, they need to have some knowledge about the function of doing VA. Thus, it is advisable to university to involve student in organise some event that related to voluntary activity.

Mostly university in Malaysia has offered programmed and course that would involving students with the community throughout their assessment as a weightage of marks for the
student grade. All over, this kind of activity could help tertiary student in build their social and interpersonal skills that can be applied after study. Align with this, surely involving with VA would advantage for future career (Holdsworth, 2010).

Although this VA recognised as one the meaningful for social development, regrettably to share there are still tertiary student are not participating in. A survey done by Australian university showed that 42.1% of student recently involved with VA compared to 74.4. had volunteered in the past (McCabe et al., 2007). Finding from Kim et al (2010), stated the number of volunteers is drop significantly during 2010. Identically, in Malaysia VA still need a further study (Turiman et al., 2009). Continuing to address this issue, Hassan et al (2010) stated, that the percentage of tertiary student involving in volunteering activity are considered low. This is supports by Julinawati et al (2012), found that the spirit of volunteerism among student are still in moderate.

Apparently, there is a reason why this VA are not participating by tertiary students. Lacking in motivation could be one of factor that attribute to the problems. Supported by Abdul Latif, A. et al., (2012), stated, students are not involving in VA because of the program offered did not meet the needs of the students and it affect to the student’s motivation. Since they are tertiary students and been expose to the university environment, they tend to be more selective in picking activity including type of activities, benefits and short- and long-term commitment (Rehberg, 2005). Therefore, it is important to identify which motivation factor influencing the tertiary student involving in volunteering activity.

Literature Review
The Factor of Influencing Motivations
It essential to begin with knowing motivation factors influencing the VA among tertiary students. Motivation is a start-up of any change of action. By aiming the objective, it would drive an individual toward it. Same thing applied when it is involving in VA. Tertiary student would involve in activity that would help them in the future especially in career. This motivation can be explained as below:

Purposive motivation can be explained by a desire to do something meaningful and contribute to the community. Burns et al (2008) stated, female students involving in VA because of the feel of caring as though they are doing something compared to men who volunteer for extrinsic factor. This finding also found that, there is generally differences between gender in motivation.

In supportive motivation, through joining this activity, it would help to gaining new perspective, feeling important and feel needed. Comparing to gender, female volunteer is significantly more empathetic than males (Jr & Samu, 2002). Volunteerism women are challenging their traditional place in society and experiencing greater empowerment.

As for social motivation, it can be described as collection of people that are interact to each other by having a common characteristic and interest. At the level of individual as a volunteer, it would help an individual to overcome feelings of personal isolation and start to break the wall. Since volunteering activity require face to face, indirectly helps in self-belonging and contributing (Smith et al., 2004). In term of gender, Barbu et al (2011), found that girls are
having a complex social and linguistic development stages earlier than a male. This has allowed them to form easy relationship based on operative play and share conversation.

Leisure in volunteering can be group as a serious leisure but sometimes it can be casual. Volunteering as leisure, individual would understand motivation drive volunteering and would examine the value of volunteer contribution. Study done by Badelt & Hollerweger, (2001), found male more interested in volunteering that related to culture, entertainment and sport as compared to women more to social services. Moreover, gender differences make differences in perception where women are more to have an empathy rather than male.

In term of career motivation, it is important to explore and experience this VA to build a good career. By involving this activity, it would help an individual gain experience and career contact Bang & Chelladurai, (2003). Based on finding by Burns et al. (2008), contrast to male students, women student has a strongly motivated to enhance and enrich their personal development, negative feeling and willing to practice new skills.

Methodology
The objective of this study aims to examine motivation factor that influencing in volunteering among university students and to identify the differences motivation in term of gender. A set of questionnaires were used in this study and been distributed through online platform. It involves 327 students as a sample. For data collection, questionnaire with 5 Likert- type scale is used and there are five (5) factors distinguish motivation and influence tertiary students in VA. The data was analysed by using Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) 26. Descriptive analyses were used to determine the mean each factor and independent t-test were to answer question about motivation differences influencing in VA in term of gender.

Results
Table 1 shows the motivation factor that led to involving tertiary student in VA. The result of the analysis shows the purposive factor (2.4) be a highest factor why tertiary student involve in VA. However, the most student shows the supportive factor (2.27) be the lowest mean of motivation factor.

Next, Table 2 shows the results of differences motivation influencing VA in term of gender. It indicates there is significant differences between gender in all motivation factor where mean female for every motivation are higher compared to male tertiary students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Results of Mean value of motivation factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purposive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Results of differences between gender in motivation factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purposive</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2.1287</td>
<td>-4.064</td>
<td>306.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.6971</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2.1053</td>
<td>-4.034</td>
<td>286.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.6554</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2.0175</td>
<td>-4.923</td>
<td>301.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.6763</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2.024</td>
<td>-4.085</td>
<td>278.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.5737</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2.0195</td>
<td>-4.012</td>
<td>310.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.5513</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion
This present study shows that purposive factor be a main factor why tertiary student are involving in VA. These scenarios happened because of tertiary student know the purpose of VA and it can influence in their lifestyle after study. It supported by Rehberg (2005), stated student tend to be more selective in choosing their activity, benefits, and commitment. Some other research also found that men are more likely to engage in sport and recreation volunteering compared to women are drive by volunteering in human services, religious as well as in educational organization (Einolf, 2010). Therefore, it is important to university to organize an event involving community, where student can contribute and experience, as indirectly it helps their soft skills that can be applied after study.

On the other hand, in millennium era, the involvement in both gender in VA is highly needed to ensure that communities are been serve well. Different gender will contribute to different view in VA. The finding of this study about motivation factor in different gender found that female student is more motivated in every motivation factor compared to men. This can be supported by study done by Rokach & Wanklyn (2009), majority of the volunteer work is composed of women and highly educated. In addition, in several studies concerning gender differences in volunteer motivation, researchers have found that women score higher on most, if not all, functions than men (Chapman & Morley, 1999; Fletcher & Major, 2004). Moreover, this study found all motivation factors contribute to the significant difference between gender. This supported by Wilson (2000), said gender differences will shows differences level of empathy but the main objective is they concerned to help another person even though they’re not related. But contrast to the other finding, said that social and career are significant differences between gender (H & A, 2011). By looking at results, tertiary student is group that can give a huge impact on society. Overall, despite of the differences between gender in term of motivation factor, it can be concluded that it is good to have a program or event that organize by tertiary student especially in VA so that it can develop culture of volunteering.
Conclusion

The finding obtained from this study are generalise the composition that equally distributed between gender where male (171) and female (156). Majority of students are undergraduate level. Results shows the highest mean among five motivation factor is purposive, follow by career, leisure, social and supportive. This study found that there are significant differences between motivation factor and gender involving VA. Through this finding it can be conclude that most of student are involving in VA and have the same rank in term of motivation factor and what makes them differences is only the differences between mean. Therefore, we can say that VA is extremely important among tertiary student, and it would help student after study in their communication skill, interpersonal skill and socializing with the communities surrounding them.

Although motivation is dependent on the demographic, it is crucial to stress motivation in tertiary student mainly in VA. The motive of motivation is varied, it depends on the individual itself on how they are driven by VA. Motivation is a predictor to predict personality. It concerns with person attitude and persuasion. Continuing, an individual engages in VA because it is purposeful activity and serve different psychological function. Some of individual might involve because egoistic motive and others due to altruistic motive or social motives.

With these studies, the evidence contributes to diverse implication. As this study focusing on tertiary student, this adds a piece of novel evidence, and it did not explore such differences in the volunteerism context since the sample itself are random sample. Some of limitation of study must be considered. For future studies, the researcher might look more into motivation, demographic and organization.

This line of study serves to inform about motivation and VA are important in educational lines and contribute to growth of tertiary student especially in their personality, mentally, physically and spiritually after study. As overall affected to their better performance of VA and other achievement.
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